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ON THE EQUIVARIANT AND THE NON-EQUIVARIANT
MAIN CONJECTURE FOR IMAGINARY QUADRATIC
FIELDS
JENNIFER JOHNSON-LEUNG AND GUIDO KINGS
Abstract. In this paper we first prove the main conjecture for imagi-
nary quadratic fields for all prime numbers p, improving slightly earlier
results by Rubin. From this we deduce the equivariant main conjecture
in the case that a certain µ-invariant vanishes. For prime numbers p ∤ 6
which split in K, we can prove the equivariant main conjecture using a
theorem by Gillard.
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Introduction
The Iwasawa main conjecture has been an important tool to study the
arithmetic of special values of L-functions of Hecke characters of imaginary
quadratic fields ([Ru1], [Ki], [Ts], [Bl], [JL]). To obtain the finest possible
invariants it is important to know the main conjecture for all prime numbers
p and also to have an equivariant version at disposal.
In this paper we address these questions and treat the main conjecture
for imaginary quadratic fields K in the equivariant and the non-equivariant
setting. Our results are twofold:
As a first theorem (see 5.2), we prove the main conjecture first proven by
Rubin [Ru1], [Ru2] for all prime numbers p. This improves the results by
Rubin, who had to impose the condition that p does not divide the order of
the abelian field defined by χ.
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The second result of our paper treats the equivariant main conjecture. We
reduce this conjecture to the vanishing of a certain µ-invariant (see 5.5 for
the precise condition). A result of Gillard [Gi] implies that the equivariant
main conjecture is a theorem for prime numbers p ∤ 6, which split in K.
It was Rubin’s idea to prove the main conjecture with the techniques
of Euler systems invented by Kolyvagin (building also on ideas of Thaine).
Later, he (and also Kato and Perrin-Riou independently) developed the
machinery in an abstract and conceptual way, which made it a very flexible
and general tool.
Our approach to the main conjecture follows the scheme of proof devel-
oped by the second author with A. Huber in [HK]. Instead of decompos-
ing the classical Iwasawa modules under character-wise projectors (some of
which turn out to not be integral and lead to restrictions on p), we use
Galois cohomology with coefficients in the Galois representations defined by
the character χ. Using this we reduce the main conjecture to the Tama-
gawa number conjecture for number fields at s = 0. We then exploit the
isogeny invariance of the TNC to reduce to the analytic class number for-
mula. This approach was inspired by the Tamagawa number conjecture and
in particular by the work of Kato.
To treat the equivariant main conjecture, Burns and Greither had the
happy idea that the vanishing of certain µ-invariants had the consequence
that the decisive Iwasawa modules vanish when localized at so called sin-
gular prime ideals (see 7.3). We essentially adopt this strategy but with a
conceptual change first explained by Witte [Wi]: we deduce the equivariant
main conjecture from the characterwise one using the fact that the vanish-
ing of the µ-invariant implies the vanishing of the localized H2, which is
essentially the inverse limit of the class groups.
For the experts we like to point out one seemingly new technical feature
in the proof. Kato had the idea that one should use the functor Det of
Knudsen and Mumford [KM] instead of the more traditional characteristic
ideal. We not only follow his suggestion, but we use also the functor Div in a
systematic way. This allows us to deal in an elegant way with the reduction
of the main conjecture to the Tamagawa number conjecture.
The paper is organized as follows: after some notational preliminaries in
the first section, we review the Tamagawa number conjecture for number
fields at s = 0. The next section recalls the Euler system of elliptic units
following the exposition by Kato in [Ka]. The fourth section introduces the
basic Iwasawa modules and studies some of their properties. The technical
part here is simpler than in the corresponding case of the main conjecture
for Q, as we work here with a Z2p-extension of K. This implies that some
cohomological Iwasawa modules are automatically pseudo-null, which is not
true in the case for Q. The fifth section formulates the equivariant (here
called Ω-main-conjecture) and the non-equivariant Iwasawa main conjecture
(here called Λ-main-conjecture). The last two sections contain the proofs of
these main conjectures.
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1. Preliminaries
1.1. General notations. In this paper K always denotes an imaginary
quadratic field with a fixed embedding K → C and we fix an algebraic
closure K¯ ⊂ C. By OK we denote the ring of integers. For each ideal
f ⊂ OK we consider the ray class field K(f) of modulus f and we denote by
G(f) := Gal(K(f)/K)
its Galois group over K. Consider for an ideal f ⊂ OK characters
η : G(f)→ C∗.
We will use in this paper the inverse of the usual Artin reciprocity map.
That is, if q is a prime ideal, which does not divide the conductor of K(f),
then we associate to it Frob−1q the geometric Frobenius. Thus we get
η(q) = η(Frob−1q ).
To have compatibility with the sources [Ka] and [dS], we let σa be the usual
Artin symbol, so that
η(a) = η−1(σa).
The conductor of η will be denoted by fη and we let
Ĝ(f) := {η : G(f)→ C∗}
be the dual group of G(f). We denote by E a number field, which contains
the values of η. We denote by O := OE the ring of integers in E and we
introduce the following conventions:
E∞ := E ⊗Q R and Ep := E ⊗Q Qp.
In a similar way we let Op := O⊗ZZp. Note that this is a product of discrete
valuation rings.
For each character η : G(f) → E∗ and each embedding σ : E → C we
define the E ⊗Q C ≃ Hom(E,C)-valued L-function of η for Re(s) > 1 to be
L(η, s) := (. . . , L(σ ◦ η, s), . . .),
where
L(σ ◦ η, s) :=
∏
06=p⊂OK
1
1− ση(p)N(p)s
,
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and the product is taken over all non-trivial prime ideals of OK . For each
ideal n ⊂ OK we define
Ln(σ ◦ η, s) :=
∏
p∤n
1
1− ση(p)N(p)s
.
These L-functions have a meromorphic continuation to C and satisfy a func-
tional equation. If η 6= 1 is non-trivial, the functions L(σ ◦ η, s) have a zero
of order 1 at s = 0. We write
L∗(η, 0)
for the leading term in the Laurent series at 0 of L(η, s) as an E⊗C-valued
function.
1.2. The motive of a number field. For each Galois extension K ⊂ F ⊂
K¯ with Galois group G := Gal(F/K), we denote by h0(F ) its motive over
K and
M(F ) := h0(F )E
the motive with coefficients in E. Here we assume that E contains all the
values of the characters in Ĝ. For each group G and a commutative ring R,
we let
R[G]
be the group ring of G with coefficients in R. Now suppose that G is abelian.
For a character η : G→ E∗ we let
pη−1 :=
1
#G
∑
σ∈G
η(σ)σ ∈ E[G]
be the projector onto the η−1-eigenspace. The projectors pη−1 decompose
M(F ) into a direct sum
M(F ) =
⊕
η∈ bG
M(η),
where
M(η) := pη−1M(F ).
Note that if η factors through a subgroup G′, then also pη−1 factors through
E[G′]. If G′ = Gal(F ′/K), then
(1) M(η) := pη−1M(F ) = pη−1M(F
′).
This means that M(η) is independent of the choice of the group on which
the character η is considered. The L-function of the motive M(F ) is the
Dedekind zeta function of F ,
L(M(F ), s) = ζF (s)
considered as E ⊗Q C-valued function. Similarly,
L(M(η), s) = L(η, s)
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for each character η : G → E∗. We consider several realizations of the
motives M(F ) and the dual motive M(F )∨(1) with a Tate twist. In this
case, since the dimension of the variety is 0, M(F )∨ = M(F ). Note that
the dual motive of M(η) is
M(η)∨ ≃M(η−1).
The Betti realization is the E-vector space
M(F )B := H
0
B(SpecF (C), E) ≃
⊕
τ :F→KC
E ≃ E[G].
Here the sum is over all embeddings of F into C, which agree with the fixed
embedding of K. Also we have used the fixed embedding of F ⊂ K¯ into C
in the last isomorphism.
The deRham realization
M(F )dR := H
0
dR(F/K)⊗Q E ≃ F ⊗Q E
is a filtered K ⊗Q E-module, and in this case, Fil
0(M(F )dR) = M(F )dR.
The e´tale realization for any prime number p,
M(F )p := H
0
et(SpecF ×K K¯,Ep) ≃
⊕
τ :F→KK¯
Ep ≃ Ep[G]
is an Ep-representation of Gal(K¯/K).
The motivic cohomology groups are defined in terms of K-theory and we
have H0f (M(F )) = E and H
1
f (M(F )) = 0 while H
0
f (M(F )
∨(1)) = 0 and
H1f (M(F )
∨(1)) = K1(OF )⊗Z E ≃ O
∗
F ⊗Z E.
The realizations of the motives M(η) are defined by applying the projector
pη−1 to the realizations of M(F ). In particular, we have
H1f (M(η)
∨(1)) = pη(O
∗
F ⊗Z E).
Definition 1.1. Using the identification E[G] ≃ M(F )B we define the
canonical lattice to be O[G] ⊂ M(F )B . Similarly, we consider Op[G] ⊂
M(F )p. This induces a canonical lattice
O(η) := pη−1(O[G]) ⊂M(η)B
with canonical generator tB(η) := pη−1(1) and Galois stable lattices
Op(η) := pη−1(Op[G]) ⊂M(η)p
with canonical generator tp(η) := pη−1(1). We also define
O(η)∨ := HomO(O(η),O)
and
Op(η)
∨ := HomOp(Op(η),Op)
and denote by tB(η)
∨ and tp(η)
∨ the dual bases.
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Note that all these notions depend on η and in the following way on
G: Suppose that η factors into η = η˜ ◦ π, where π : G → G′ is a group
homomorphism. Then π induces a map π : E[G]→ E[G′] and one has
π(pη−1(O[G])) = peη−1(O[G
′]).
In this sense the lattice O(η) is independent of the group G, where η is
defined.
Note also that the action of Gal(K¯/K) on M(F )p factors through G but
this action is contragredient to the canonical action of G on M(F )p. This
is the reason why M(η)p = pη−1M(F )p has Galois action through η.
1.3. The functors Det and Div. For any ring R a perfect complex is a
complex of (left) R-modules, which is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded com-
plex of finitely generated projective R-modules.
We will use the graded determinant functor Det and the divisor functor
Div of Knudsen and Mumford [KM]. Let R now be a commutative ring, and
P · : · · · → P i−1 → P i → P i+1 → · · ·
a perfect complex of projective R-modules. One defines DetRP
i :=
∧rkRP i
R P
i
as a graded invertible R-module of (locally constant) degree rkP i. The de-
terminant of the complex P · is then the graded invertible R-module
DetRP
· :=
⊗
i∈Z
Det
(−1)i
R P
i.
Notice that the determinant depends only on the quasi-isomorphism class
of P ·. Moreover, if the cohomology groups H i(P ·) are all perfect, one has
DetRP
· =
⊗
i∈Z
Det
(−1)i
R H
i(P ·).
This functor is closely related to the characteristic ideal. If P is a torsion R-
module, R a regular noetherian integral domain and Q(R) the total quotient
ring of R, then char(P ) = Det−1R P . Here we identify
Det−1R P ⊂ (Det
−1
R P )⊗R Q(R) = Det
−1
Q(R)0 = Q(R).
Assume now that R is noetherian and let
λ : F · → G·
be a map of perfect complexes on X := SpecR in the derived category.
Let U(λ) be the open set of x ∈ X such that λ is an isomorphism in a
neighbourhood of x. The map λ is called good if U(λ) contains all points of
depth 0. Knudsen and Mumford define for good λ a Cartier divisor Div(λ)
on X, which has the property that the canonical map on U(λ)
Det(λ) : Det(F ·) |U(λ)≃ Det(G
·) |U(λ)
extends to an isomorphism on the whole of X
(2) Det(λ) : Det(F ·)(Div(λ)) ≃ Det(G·).
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In particular, one has an isomorphism OX(Div(λ)) ≃ Det(G
·)⊗Det−1(F ·).
One defines
Div(F ·) := Div(0→ F ·),
if 0→ F · is good. The functor Div has among other the following properties
(see [KM] Theorem 3): If
0→ F ·
λ
−→ G·
µ
−→ H· → 0
is a short exact sequence of perfect complexes such that λ is good, then
0→H· is good and Div(λ) = Div(H·).
If λ : F · → G· and µ : H· → I · are good, then Div(λ ⊕ µ) = Div(λ) +
Div(µ). In the case, where G· = H· one has also
Div(µ ◦ λ) = Div(µ) + Div(λ).
Proposition 1.2 ([KM] Theorem 3). If f : Y → X is a morphism of
noetherian schemes, λ : F · → G· a good map on X and for all y ∈ Y of
depth 0 one has f(y) ∈ U(λ), then
Lf∗(λ) : Lf∗F · → Lf∗G·
is good on Y and one has
Div(Lf∗(λ)) = f∗Div(λ).
For more details on these functors, see [KM].
2. The Tamagawa number conjecture for the motive M(F )
We now review the Tamagawa number conjecture for number fields in the
case s = 0, which is essentially a reformulation of the class number formula.
As in the classical case we will reduce the main conjecture to the case of
the Tamagawa number conjecture. The extension of the Tamagawa number
conjecture of Bloch and Kato to coefficients is due to Kato, Fontaine-Perrin-
Riou and Burns-Flach.
2.1. E´tale cohomology. In this section M is one of the motives M(F ) or
M(η). As usual, using our fixed algebraic closure K¯, we identify continuous
Galois cohomology and continuous e´tale cohomology.
In the formulation of the Tamagawa number conjecture, as well as in
the sequel, we have need of several complexes of Galois cohomology, which
we define following Fontaine [Fo]. Fix a rational prime p, and for every
finite place v of K, define the local unramified cohomology of Mp to be the
complex
RΓf (Kv,Mp) =
M Ivp
1−Frob−1v→ M Ivp v ∤ p
Dcris(Mp)
1−φ
→ Dcris(Mp) v | p
where Iv is the inertia group at v. Recall that Dcris(Mp) := (Bcris⊗Mp)
GKv
carries an action of the Frobenius of Bcris, which is denoted by φ. Moreover,
the tangent space (BdR/Fil
0⊗Mp)
GKv = 0 for our motive. This unramified
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cohomology is necessary to keep track of the Euler factors that arise when
removing primes. We further define
RΓ/f (Kv,Mp) := Cone (RΓf (Kv,Mp)→ RΓ(Kv,Mp)) .
Definition 2.1. Let S be a finite set of primes of K such that Mp is un-
ramified outside of S and let j : Spec(OK [1/pS]) →֒ Spec(OK [1/p]), then
the e´tale sheaf j∗Mp (resp. j∗Op(η) as defined in 1.1) on OK [1/p] will be
denoted by Mp (resp. Op(η)), i.e., we omit j∗ from the notation.
Using this convention, the compact support cohomology is defined for any
Galois stable lattice Tp ⊂Mp as
RΓc(OK [1/p], Tp) :=
Cone
RΓ(OK [1/p], Tp)→⊕
v|p
RΓ(Kv, Tp)⊕ Tp
 [−1].
Lemma 2.2. For K imaginary quadratic, RΓ(OK [1/p], Tp), RΓ(Kv, Tp)
and RΓc(OK [1/p], Tp) are perfect Op-complexes and RΓ(OK [1/p], Tp) and
RΓ(Kv, Tp) have cohomology in degrees 0, 1, 2.
Proof. As Op is regular, this just amounts to the statement that the com-
plexes have finite cohomological dimension. For OK [1/pS] this follows using
that the cohomological p-dimension is two because K has no real place (see
[Mi] I.4.10). To show the statement for RΓc(OK [1/p], Tp), consider the dis-
tinguished triangle
RΓc(OK [1/pS], Tp)→ RΓc(OK [1/p], Tp)→
⊕
v∈S
RΓ(κ(v), T Ivp )
where the outer complexes are perfect by loc. cit. For RΓ(OK [1/p], Tp) we
have the distinguished triangle (using purity i! = i∗(−1)[−2])⊕
v∈S
RΓ(κ(v), Tp(−1)
Ip [−2])→ RΓ(OK [1/p], Tp)→ RΓ(OK [1/pS], Tp).
This proves the claim. 
The global unramified cohomology is defined similarly as a mapping cone
RΓf (OK [1/p],Mp) :=
Cone
RΓ(OK [1/p],Mp)→⊕
v|p
RΓ/f (Kv,Mp)
 [−1].
We have isomorphisms H0f (M) ⊗Q Qp ≃ H
0
f (OK [1/p],Mp) and thanks to
results of Soule´ an isomorphism
H1f (M(1)) ⊗Q Qp ≃ H
1
f (OK [1/p],Mp(1))
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given by the regulator map
rp : H
1
f (M(1))→ H
1
f (OK [1/p],Mp(1)).
Further, by Artin-Verdier duality, we have that
H if (OK [1/p],Mp) ≃ H
3−i
f (OK [1/p],M
∨
p (1))
∨,
where ∨ denotes the Ep-dual. Thus, we can compute RΓf (OK [1/p],Mp) in
all degrees and get for our motives the triangle
(3) H0f (OK [1/p],Mp)→ RΓf (OK [1/p],Mp)→ H
1
f (OK [1/p],M
∨
p (1))
∨[−2].
From the above, we deduce a fourth exact triangle (note thatMB⊗QQp ∼=
Mp):
(4) RΓc(OK [1/p],Mp)→ RΓf (OK [1/p],Mp)→
⊕
v|p
RΓf (Kv,Mp)⊕Mp.
For later use, we note the behaviour of RΓc(OK [1/p],Mp) under addition of
a finite set of places S.
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a finite set of places of OK not dividing p, then one
has a localization sequence for any Op-lattice Tp ⊂Mp
RΓc(OK [1/pS], Tp)→ RΓc(OK [1/p], Tp)→
⊕
v∈S
RΓf (Kv, Tp).
Proof. This follows from the localization sequence for cohomology with com-
pact support (see [Mi] II.2.3(d)) and the isomorphism
RΓ(κ(v),M Ivp )
∼= RΓf (Kv,Mp)
where κ(v) is the residue class field and Iv the inertia group at v. 
2.2. Review of the Tamagawa number conjecture for M . In this sec-
tion we formulate the Tamagawa number conjecture for the motives M(F )
and M(η). Let M be one of the motives M(F ) or M(η).
Beilinson’s regulator r∞ sits in a short exact sequence
0→ H0f (M)⊗Q R→MB ⊗Q R
r∨∞−−→ H1f (M
∨(1))∨ ⊗Q R→ 0.(5)
Recall that H1f (M(F )
∨(1)) ∼= O∗F ⊗Z E, and that
M(F )B ⊗Q R =
⊕
τ :F→KC
E∞ ≃ E∞[G].
Then r∞ is given by
O∗F ⊗Z E
r∞−−→
⊕
τ :F→KC
E∞(6)
u 7→
∑
τ∈G
(log |τ(u)|)τ,
where |τ(u)| := (τ(u)τ(u))1/2 is the usual complex norm. Note that we use
here the Beilinson regulator, which differs from the usual normalization of
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the Dirichlet regulator by a factor of 2. This is important to get the correct
2-part of the main conjecture. We define the fundamental line to be the
E-vector space
(7) Ξ(M) := DetE(H
0
f (M)) ⊗E Det
−1
E (H
1
f (M
∨(1))) ⊗E Det
−1
E (MB)
By the exact sequence (5), we have an isomorphism
ϑ∞ : E∞ ≃ Ξ(M)⊗Q R
The leading term of the L-function at s = 0, L∗(M, 0) considered as
E ⊗Q C-valued function is in E
∗
∞, so we can consider its image under the
isomorphism above.
Conjecture 2.4 (Rational Conjecture).
ϑ∞(L
∗(M, 0)−1) ∈ Ξ(M)⊗Q 1.
The triangle in (4) induces an isomorphism
(8) ϑp : Ξ(M)⊗Q Qp
≃
→ DetEpRΓc(OK [1/p],Mp),
where one identifies DetEpRΓf (Kv ,Mp) = Ep. Let Tp be any Gal(K¯/K)-
stable Op-lattice inside of Mp. In the application to M(F ) we will use
Tp =
⊕
η∈ bG
Op(η).
Conjecture 2.5 (Tamagawa Number Conjecture). For all rational primes
p, there is an equality of Op-modules
Op · ϑpϑ∞(L
∗(M, 0)−1) = DetOpRΓc(OK [1/p], Tp)
inside of DetEpRΓc(OK [1/p],Mp), which is independent of the choice of Tp.
For the independence of Tp, see [BF] Lemma 5. This conjecture is compat-
ible with enlarging p to any finite set of primes S by lemma 2.3 and hence
coincides with the usual formulation, where one uses RΓc(OK [1/pS], Tp).
Both conjectures hold for number fields:
Theorem 2.6. Let F be a number field, then the conjectures 2.4 and 2.5
hold for M(F ) and all primes p.
Proof. This is actually a consequence of the analytic class number formula.
For the proof of 2.4 we refer to [HK] Proposition 2.3.1. There are some
differences in notation, in particular V is used for the motive called M in
this text, and the fundamental line is denoted by ∆f (V ). The conjecture
2.5 is proved in [HK] Proposition 2.3.1 if p 6= 2. A proof of the case p = 2 is
given in [It] 3.1. 
Remark 2.7. Note that for the motives M(η) the conjecture 2.4 is equiv-
alent to Stark’s conjecture.
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2.3. A reformulation of the Tamagawa number conjecture. In our
proof of the equivariant main conjecture, we will not use the Tamagawa
number conjecture for the motives M(F ) but for certain quotients.
Consider an abelian Galois extension L/K, with K ⊂ F ⊂ L ⊂ K¯ and
write GL := Gal(L/K) and GF := Gal(F/K). We consider ĜF as a subset
of ĜL. Then we have a decomposition
M(L)/M(F ) ≃
⊕
η∈ bGLrbGF
M(η).
Here we assume that E contains all values of η ∈ ĜLrĜF . As the Tamagawa
number conjecture holds for M(L) and M(F ) it also holds for the quotient
motive M(L)/M(F ) and we get from theorem 2.6:
Corollary 2.8. For all rational primes p, there is an equality of Op-modules
inside of
⊗
η∈ bGLrbGF
DetEpRΓc(OK [1/p],M(η)p):⊗
η∈ bGLrbGF
Op · ϑpϑ∞(L
∗(η, 0)−1) =
⊗
η∈ bGLrbGF
DetOpRΓc(OK [1/p],Op(η)).
We now give a reformulation of this corollary without using cohomol-
ogy with compact support. This is necessary as the classical formula-
tion of the Iwasawa main conjecture also does not mention cohomology
with compact support. We first need to identify the Op-modules given by
DetOpRΓc(OK [1/p],Op(η)).
Let η ∈ ĜL r ĜF and Op(η) be our standard Op-lattice inside of Mp(η)
defined in (1.1). Recall that Op(η)
∨ is the Op-dual of Op(η).
Proposition 2.9 ([HK] 1.2.10, [It] 1.15). Consider the Artin-Verdier duality
isomorphism
DetEpRΓc(OK [1/p],M(η)p)⊗DetEpM(η)p
∼= DetEpRΓ(OK [1/p],M(η)
∨
p (1))
and the lattice Op(η
−1)∨ ⊂ M(η)p. Then, for all p the Op-structures given
by
DetOpRΓc(OK [1/p],Op(η
−1)∨)⊗DetOpOp(η
−1)∨
on the left hand side and by
DetOpRΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η
−1)(1))
on the right hand side agree under this duality isomorphism.
Proof. The statement for p 6= 2 is [HK] 1.2.10 applied to Tp = Op(η
−1)∨.
The statement for p = 2 follows from [It] 1.15 using that RΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η
−1)∨(1))
is concentrated in degrees ≤ 2 and that Ĥ0(R,O2(η
−1)∨) = 0, which gives
DetO2Ĥ
0(R,O2(η
−1)∨) = O2. 
Definition 2.10. Let η be non-trivial, so that H0f (M(η)) = 0, and consider
the lattice O(η−1)∨ ⊂ M(η)B with generator tB(η
−1)∨ = tB(η) from 1.1.
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Then there is a unique z(η) ∈ H1f (M(η)
∨(1)) ⊗Q R, the zeta element of
M(η), such that
ϑ∞(L
∗(η, 0)−1) = z(η)−1 ⊗ (tB(η
−1)∨)−1
in (Det−1E∞H
1
f (M(η)
∨(1)) ⊗Q R) ⊗R (Det
−1
E∞
M(η)B ⊗Q R). Note that z(η)
depends on the choice of tB(η
−1)∨. We also let
zp(η) :=
∏
p|p
(1− η(p))z(η)
(product over places p | p of K) be the zeta element with the Euler factors
above p at s = 0 removed (here we use the convention that η(p) = 0, if η is
ramified at p).
Consider the regulator map for η ∈ ĜL r ĜF
rp : H
1
f (M(η)
∨(1)) ⊗E Ep → H
1
f (OK [1/p],M(η)
∨
p (1)).
From theorem 2.6 we see that the sum of the zeta elements⊕
η∈ bGLrbGF
z(η) ∈ H1f (
⊕
η∈ bGLrbGF
M(η)∨(1)) ⊗Q R
is in fact contained in H1f (
⊕
η∈ bGLrbGF
M(η)∨(1)) (note that we do not know
this for the individual z(η)). In particular, we can consider the element
rp(
⊕
η∈ bGLrbGF
z(η)) ∈ H1f (OK [1/p],
⊕
η∈ bGLrbGF
M(η)∨p (1)).
We want to understand, theOp-submodule inH
1(OK [1/p],M(η)
∨
p (1)) (with-
out the f ) generated by these elements. Taking determinants in the above
identity, the sums become tensor products and we get the following refor-
mulation of corollary 2.8:
Corollary 2.11. The Op-module⊗
η
rp(zp(η)Op) ∈
⊗
η
DetEpRΓ(OK [1/p],M(η)
∨
p (1))[1],
where the tensor product is taken over all η ∈ ĜL r ĜF , coincides with the
Op-module ⊗
η
DetOpRΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η
−1)(1))[1].
Proof. By proposition 2.9 the statement in corollary 2.8 is equivalent to the
statement that under the isomorphism ϑp the Op-module⊗
η∈ bGLrbGF
Det−1Op(Oprp(z(η)) ⊗Op(η
−1)∨)⊗
⊗
p|p
Det−1OpRΓf (Kp,Op(η
−1)∨)
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coincides with⊗
η∈ bGLrbGF
Det−1OpRΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η
−1)(1)) ⊗Det−1OpOp(η
−1)∨
The claim follows from the fact that
DetOp
⊕
p|p
RΓf (Kp,Op(η
−1)∨) =
∏
p|p
(1− η(p))
(see [HK] 1.2.5). 
3. Review of the Euler System of elliptic units
In the proof of the Iwasawa main conjecture, the machinery of Euler sys-
tems is an essential tool. In this section, we construct an Euler system by
twisting the elliptic units by a finite order character. The general theory
of Euler systems, invented by Kolyvagin, was further developed by Kato,
Perrin-Riou and Rubin (alphabetical order). We follow Rubin as his ap-
proach is closest to our setting.
3.1. Euler systems. Rubin gives a general definition for an Euler system
in [Ru3]. We recall this definition using much of his notation. Fix a prime
p and let Tp be a p-adic representation of the absolute Galois group of K
with coefficients in Op, and let N denote an ideal of OK divisible by p and
the primes at which Tp is ramified. Denote by K :=
⋃
(q,N0)=1
K(q) the
union of the ray class fields of conductor prime to the prime to p-part N0 of
N . We denote by K∞ the maximal abelian Zp-extension of K unramified
outside of p. Note that no finite prime of OK splits completely in K∞ and
Gal(K∞/K) ≃ Z
2
p.
Definition 3.1 ([Ru3] Definition 2.1.1 and 2.1.3). A collection of Galois
cohomology classes cm ∈ H
1(K(m) ∩ K, Tp) for all ideals m of OK is called
an Euler system for (K, Tp,N ) if for every prime ideal q
CorK(mq)∩K/K(m)∩K(cmq) =
{
P (Frob−1q |T
∨
p (1); Frob
−1
q )cm q ∤ mN
cm q | mN .
Here the Euler factors are given by the characteristic polynomial
P (Frob−1q |T
∨
p (1);x) = det(1− Frob
−1
q x|HomOp(Tp,Op(1))) ∈ Op[x].
3.2. Elliptic Units. We recall the definition of the Euler system of elliptic
units, following the treatment of Kato [Ka] section 15.
First we recall Kato’s definition of a CM-pair (E,α) of modulus m. Fix a
non-zero ideal m of OK , such that O
∗
K → (OK/m)
∗ is injective. Then a CM-
pair (E,α) consists of an elliptic curve E/K ′, whereK ′/K is a field extension
together with an isomorphism OK ≃ End(E), such that the composition
OK ≃ End(E) → EndK ′(Lie(E)) = K
′ is the canonical inclusion, and α ∈
E(K ′) is a torsion point, such that the annihilator of α in OK coincides with
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m. Any isomorphism between two CM-pairs of modulus m over K ′ is unique
because O∗K → (OK/m)
∗ is injective.
The main theorem of complex multiplication implies that there exists a
CM-pair (unique up to unique isomorphism) of modulus m over the ray class
field K(m) which is isomorphic to (C/m, 1 mod m) over C.
Kato constructs in [Ka] 15.4 for each a ⊂ OK which is prime to 6 a func-
tion aθE ∈ O(E r E[a])
∗, which is characterized uniquely by the following
two properties (denote by E[a] the subgroup of elements annihilated by a):
• The divisor of aθE is N(a)(0) −
∑
P∈E[a](P )
• For each integer b, which is prime to a, one has [b]∗aθE = aθE , where
[b]∗ is the norm with respect to the isogeny [b].
We can now define elliptic units following Kato:
Definition 3.2. Fix a prime p and choose an integer r ≥ 1, such that
O∗K →֒ (OK/p
r)∗ is injective. Let a be prime to 6p. For any non zero ideal
m of OK prime to a we define
ζm := aζm := NK(prm)/K(m)aθE(α)
−1 ∈ K(m)∗
and if K ⊂ L ⊂ K(m) has conductor m
ζL := NK(m)/Lζm.
Here (E,α) is “the” CM-pair of modulus prm defined over K(prm). Note
that this is independent of the chosen r ≥ 1. We omit the auxiliary ideal a
from the notation, whenever no confusion is possible.
These elements have the following properties.
Proposition 3.3. Let pr and a be as in definition 3.2, then:
(1) (Integrality) ζm ∈ O
∗
K(m) if p
rm is divisible by two different primes
and ζpn ∈ OK(pn)[1/p]
∗ if prm is a power of p.
(2) (Euler system property) For a prime ideal q ⊂ OK such that mq is
prime to a one has
NK(qm)/K(m)(ζqm) =
{
ζ
1−Frob−1q
m q ∤ pm
ζm q | pm
(3) (Independence from a) If a, b ⊂ OK are prime to 6p and m is prime
to ab let σa = (a,K(m)/K) and σb = (b,K(m)/K) be the Artin
symbols in G(m), then
bζ
N(a)−σa
m = aζ
N(b)−σb
m .
(4) (Relation to L-values) For any non-trivial character η : G(m)→ C∗
(not necessarily proper) we have∑
τ∈G(m)
η(τ) log |τ(aζm)| = (N(a) − η(a)) lim
s→0
s−1Lpm(η, s),
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where |z| = (zz¯)1/2 (note that η(a) = η−1(σa) by our normalization
of the reciprocity map).
Proof. Observe first that the function aθE is uniquely determined by the
norm compatibility and its divisor. Then it is clear that aθE is a twelfth
root of the function in Chapter II of [dS]. Property 1) follows immediately
from [dS] II. 2.4. and property 2) follows in the same way as II. 2.5. i) in
[dS], if one observes that wprm = wprmq = 1 in our case. Property 3) is [Ka]
15.4.4 and property 4) is [Ka] (15.5.1). 
Corollary 3.4. Choose a prime to 6p and let K :=
⋃
(q,a)=1K(q). Then the
aζm ∈ OK(m)[1/p]
∗⊗ZZp ⊂ H
1(OK(m)[1/p],Zp(1)) for all m prime to a form
an Euler system for (K,Zp(1), pa) in the sense of definition 3.1.
3.3. The twisted Euler system. Consider a character
η : G(fη)→ E
∗
of conductor fη. Let K be the field extension defined in 3.4 and assume that
a is chosen prime to fη. We wish to study a twist of the Euler system of
elliptic units by η.
Consider the composition of the following two maps (9) and (10)
H1(OK(fηm)[1/p],Op(1))
⊗tp(η)
−−−−→ H1(OK(fηm)[1/p],Op(η)(1)),(9)
where we have identified
H1(OK(fηm)[1/p],Op(1)) ⊗Op Op(η) ≃ H
1(OK(fηm)[1/p],Op(η)(1)),
and of the trace map (for OK(fηm)[1/p]→ OK(m)[1/p])
H1(OK(fηm)[1/p],Op(η)(1))
trK(fηm)/K(m)
−−−−−−−−−→ H1(OK(m)[1/p],Op(η)(1)).(10)
Definition 3.5. For all m prime to a define
ζm(η) := aζm(η) := trK(fηm)/K(m)(ζfηm⊗ tp(η)) ∈ H
1(OK(m)[1/p],Op(η)(1)).
For any field K ⊂ F ⊂ K(m) of conductor m, we define
ζF (η) := trK(m)/F ζm(η).
Note that ζF (η) depends on tp(η).
The following proposition is shown in Rubin [Ru3]
Proposition 3.6 ([Ru3] 2.4.2). Let K be as above and a prime to 6p. The
collection
aζm(η) ∈ H
1(OK(m)[1/p],Op(η)(1))
for all ideals m prime to a is an Euler system for (K,Op(η)(1), pfηa).
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3.4. A compatibility. Suppose that K ⊂ F ⊂ L ⊂ K with G := Gal(L/F )
and let H be the quotient so that
0→ G→ Gal(L/K)→ H → 0.
For later use we need a compatibility between ζF (η) as in definition 3.5 and
pη−1(ζL). Consider the following diagram:
SpecL
ej
−−−−→ SpecOL[1/p]
pi
y epiy
SpecF
j
−−−−→ SpecOF [1/p].
Then we have π˜∗j˜∗ = j∗π∗ and
H1(OL[1/p], j˜∗Op(1)) ≃ H
1(OF [1/p], j∗π∗Op(1)).
We can identify π∗Op(1) ≃ Op[G](1), which we consider as Op(1)-valued
maps on G. Consider the map induced by pη−1 : Op[G]→ Op(η)
pη−1 : H
1(OF [1/p], j∗Op[G](1))→ H
1(OF [1/p], j∗Op(η)(1)).
We return now to our convention, to omit j∗ from the notation.
Lemma 3.7. The image of ζL ∈ H
1(OL[1/p],Op(1)) under the above map
pη−1 coincides with ζF (η).
Proof. We write G = Gal(L/F ). The corestriction
trL/F : H
1(OL[1/p],Op(η)(1)) → H
1(OF [1/p],Op(η)(1))
is induced by the map Op[G]⊗Op Op(η)→ Op(η) given by
f ⊗ tp(η) 7→
∑
g∈G
g(f(g−1)tp(η)).
To show the lemma it suffices to show the commutativity of the diagram
Op[G]
pη−1
//
⊗tp(η)

Op(η)
Op[G]⊗Op Op(η)
77
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
where the diagonal map is given by the above formula. Writing f =
∑
g∈G f(g)δg
where δg is the delta function at g ∈ G, we get
pη−1f =
∑
g∈G
f(g)pη−1δg = (
∑
g∈G
η−1(g)f(g))tp(η).
On the other hand∑
g∈G
g(f(g−1)tp(η)) = (
∑
g∈G
η(g)f(g−1))tp(η).

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3.5. Relation to zeta elements. In this section we make the relation
between the Euler system and the zeta elements precise. This is crucial for
the reduction of the main conjecture to the Tamagawa number conjecture.
Let K∞ =
⋃
n≥0Kn be the maximal Z
2
p-extension of K which is unrami-
fied outside of p and where K ⊂ Kn ⊂ K∞ is the unique subextension with
Galois group (Z/pnZ)2.
Fix an integral ideal fχ ⊂ OK (which will later be the conductor of a
character).
Definition 3.8. Let η : G(fχ) → E
∗ be a character of conductor fη. The
biggest n ≥ 0, such that Kn ⊂ K(fη) is called the level of η.
Observe that if the level of η is big enough, then η is ramified at all primes
above p, so that η(p) = 0 and zp(η) = z(η).
Our aim in this section is to show that for characters η of big enough
level ζK(η
−1) as in definition 3.5 essentially coincides with the zeta element
zp(η). Note that
H1f (M(η
−1)(1)) = pη(O
∗
K(fη)
⊗Z E) = pη(O
∗
K(fχ)
⊗Z E)
because the motive M(η−1) does not depend on the group where η is con-
sidered (cf. equation (1)). By definition and lemma 3.7 (for L = K(fη) and
F = K)
ζK(η
−1) = trK(fη)/K(ζfη ⊗ tp(η
−1)) = pη(ζfη ) ∈ pη(OK(fη)[1/p]
∗ ⊗Z E).
Theorem 3.9. Let η : G(fχ)→ E
∗ be a character of conductor fη and level
n such that η is ramified at the primes above p.
a) Consider ζK(η
−1) as an element in pη(OK(fη)[1/p]
∗ ⊗Z E). Then
ζK(η
−1) ∈ pη(O
∗
K(fη)
⊗Z E) = H
1
f (M(η
−1)(1)) and
ζK(η
−1) = (Na− η(a))zp(η).
b) For each ideal a 6= OK prime to 6pfη, one has Na 6= η(a) as auto-
morphisms of M(η)p, so that Na− η(a) is invertible.
c) Consider the regulator
rp : H
1
f (M(η
−1)(1))→ H1(OK [1/p],M(η
−1)p(1))
and let a 6= OK be prime to 6pfη. Then
rp(zp(η)Op) = (Na− η(a))
−1ζK(η
−1)Op ⊂ H
1(OK [1/p],M(η
−1)p(1)).
In particular, the element ζK(η
−1) is not torsion in H1(OK [1/p],Op(η
−1)(1)).
Proof. a) Recall that z(η) ∈ H1f (M(η)
∨(1)) ⊗Q R ∼= H
1
f (M(η
−1)(1)) ⊗Q R.
By definition the element z(η)⊗ tB(η
−1)∨ is the one which maps to L∗(η, 0)
under ϑ−1∞ . Consider ζK(η
−1) ∈ pη(OK(fη)[1/p]
∗ ⊗Z E). We first show that
pη(ζfη ) ∈ pη(O
∗
K(fη)
⊗Z E) = H
1
f (M(η
−1)(1)).
if η is ramified at all places above p. If fη is divisible by at least two different
primes, then by 3.3, ζfη is already in O
∗
K(fη)
⊗ZE. By our assumption p
k | fη
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for some k ≥ 1. This implies that ζfη can be only a non-unit if f = p
l for p
the only prime above p. Consider the exact sequence
1→ O∗K(fη) ⊗Z E → OK(fη)[1/p]
∗ ⊗Z E →
∏
v|p
E
(product over all places v | p ofK(fη)). As a G-module the product
∏
v|pE ≃
E[G(fη)/Dv ], where Dv is the decomposition group at v. The fact that η is
ramified at v implies
pη
∏
v|p
E = 0
and the above claim. To show the assertion in a) it suffices to compute the
regulator r∞ because this is an injective map. With the explicit form of the
regulator r∞ in (6) we get using 3.3 (4):
r∞(ζK(η
−1)) = pη
∑
τ∈G(fη)
(log | τ(ζfη ) |)τ
=
∑
τ∈G(fη)
η(τ)(log | τ(ζf) |)tB(η
−1)
= (Na− η(a)) lim
s→0
s−1Lpfη(η, s)tB(η
−1).
As p divides fη we get Lpfη(η, s) = Lfη(η, s) = L(η, s) and z(η) = zp(η).
Thus, r∞(ζK(η
−1)) = (Na − η(a))L∗(η, 0)tB(η
−1). On the other hand
r∞(z(η)) = L
∗(η, 0)tB(η
−1),
so that ζK(η
−1) = (Na − η(a))z(η) = (Na − η(a))zp(η) as r∞ is injective.
This implies a).
b) This is clear as η(a) is a root of unity and Na is not.
c) From a) and the choice of a we get
rp(ζK(η
−1))Op = (Na− η(a))rp(zp(η))Op.

Let Kn(fχ) := KnK(fχ) be the compositum of Kn and K(fχ) and write
Gn(fχ) := Gal(Kn(fχ)/K).
Combining the above theorem 3.9 with corollary 2.11 for L = Kn(fχ) and
F = Kn−1(fχ) one gets:
Corollary 3.10. Let n be so big that all η ∈ Ĝn(fχ)r Ĝn−1(fχ) are ramified
at all primes above p. Let a be as in theorem 3.9, then the Op-module⊗
η
(Na − η(a))−1ζK(η
−1)Op ⊂
⊗
η
Det−1EpRΓ(OK [1/p],M(η)
∨
p (1)),
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where the tensor product is taken over all η ∈ Ĝn(fχ)r Ĝn−1(fχ), coincides
with the Op-module⊗
η
Det−1OpRΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η
−1)(1)).
4. Iwasawa modules
In this section we introduce the basic Iwasawa modules we want to study
and state some of their properties used later.
4.1. The Iwasawa algebras Λ and Ω. Consider insideK(p∞) :=
⋃
n≥1K(p
n)
the maximal Z2p-extension K∞ of K, so that
Γ := Gal(K∞/K) ≃ Z
2
p.
We denote by K ⊂ Kn ⊂ K∞ the unique subextension with Galois group
Gn := Z
2
p/p
nZ2p. For an ideal 0 6= f ⊂ OK we define
(11) Gf := Gal(K(fp
∞)/K).
We denote by ∆ ⊂ Gf the torsion subgroup and fix once for all a splitting
Gf ≃ ∆× Γ.
For each profinite group G = lim←−G/H we define its Iwasawa algebra to be
the inverse limit
Λ(G) := lim←−
H⊂G
Zp[G/H].
Two Iwasawa algebras are especially important in the sequel:
Definition 4.1. The Iwasawa algebra for Γ is denoted by
Λ := Λ(Γ),
which is (non-canonically) isomorphic to Zp[[T, S]]. The Iwasawa algebra
for Gf is denoted by
Ω := Λ(Gf),
which is (non-canonically) isomorphic to
Ω ∼= Zp[∆][[T, S]].
We also let ΛO := Λ⊗̂ZpOp and ΩO := Ω⊗̂ZpOp be the Iwasawa algebras
with coefficients in Op.
Both Iwasawa algebras Λ and Ω carry a natural action of Gal(K¯/K),
which acts through its quotient Γ (resp. Gf) by the canonical inclusions
Γ ⊂ Λ∗ (resp. Gf ⊂ Ω
∗). The Gal(K¯/K)-module Λ is unramified outside
of p and Ω is unramified outside of fp. Note that Λ and Ω are products of
local rings so that we can apply the Nakayama lemma to each component
of Λ and Ω.
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4.2. The basic Iwasawa modules. Fix an integral ideal f and let Ω =
Λ(Gf). Let η be a character of conductor fη | f and Op(η) the associated
Op-module with Gal(K¯/K)-action by η as defined in 1.1. The action on
Op(η) is unramified outside of pfη and factors through Gf. In particular,
Op(η) is an ΩO-module and by restriction also a ΛO-module.
Recall that we consider Op(η) as e´tale sheaf on OK [1/p] via the map j :
Spec(OK [1/pfη ]) →֒ Spec(OK [1/p]) and that we omit j∗ from the notation.
Definition 4.2. For the Iwasawa algebra Λ let
Λ(η) := Op(η) ⊗Zp Λ
considered as e`tale sheaf (of ΛO-modules) on Spec(OK [1/p]). We also use
the notation Λ(η)(1) := Λ(η)⊗Zp Zp(1) and Ω(1) := Ω⊗Zp Zp(1).
We have
(12) H i(OK [1/p],Λ(η)) = lim←−
K⊂Kn⊂K∞
H i(OKn [1/p],Op(η))
and
(13) H i(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)) = lim←−
K⊂F⊂K(p∞f)
H i(OF [1/pf],Zp(1)).
In particular,
(14) H0(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)) = 0 = H
0(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)).
Here the (left) ΛO-module structure on H
i(OK [1/p],Λ(η)) is induced by
multiplication with the inverse on Λ, so that γ ∈ Γ acts on Λ(η) via η−1(γ)
(see [HoKi] Appendix B for details). We consider also the cohomology with
compact support
(15) H ic(OK [1/p],Λ(η))
and the local cohomology groups
(16) H i(Kv,Λ(η))
and similarly for Ω(1). These ΛO-modules (resp. Ω-modules) are the ba-
sic Iwasawa modules, which are involved in the formulation of the main
conjecture.
We collect some information about these Iwasawa modules. The following
lemma will be often used without further comment.
Lemma 4.3. Let ΛO be the basic Iwasawa algebras with coefficients in Op.
Then the complexes of ΛO-modules
RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)), RΓc(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) and RΓ(Kv,Λ(η)(1))
are perfect. The same statement holds for the complexes of Ω-modules
RΓ(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)), RΓc(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)) and RΓ(Kv,Ω(1)).
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For all primes l ∤ p of K one has
DetΛORΓκ(l)(OKl ,Λ(η)(1)) =
{
(1− η(l)Frob−1l )
−1ΛO if η is unramified at l
ΛO else
where Frob−1l ∈ Gal(K∞/K) is the inverse of Frobenius at l, κ(l) is the
residue field at l and RΓκ(l)(OKl ,Λ(η)(1)) is the complex which computes
the cohomology with support in κ(l).
Proof. The first statement and the second statement for OK [1/pf] follow
from [Fu-Ka] 1.6.5 (2). Using the localization sequence⊕
l|f,l∤p
RΓκ(l)(OKl ,Λ(η)(1)) → RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) → RΓ(OK [1/pf],Λ(η)(1))
it suffices to consider RΓκ(l)(OKl ,Λ(η)(1)), where κ(l) is the residue field of
l. By purity this is isomorphic to RΓ(κ(l),Λ(η)Il )[−2], where Il is the inertia
group. If η is ramified at l, Il acts non trivially and one gets Λ(η)
Il = 0.
Otherwise the complex is represented by (ΛO
1−η(l)Frob−1l−−−−−−−−→ ΛO)[−2], which
is obviously perfect and has the right determinant. 
The following lemma is true in much greater generality (see [Fu-Ka] 1.6.5
(3)) but is stated here only in the case we need.
Lemma 4.4. One has
Op ⊗
L
Λ RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))
∼= RΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1)).
In particular, one has a spectral sequence
TorΛr (Op,H
s(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))) ⇒ H
s−r(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1)).
Proof. (compare lemma 2.2). This is shown for OK [1/pS] in [Fu-Ka] 1.6.5
(3). With the distinguished triangle⊕
v∈S
RΓ(κ(v),Λ(η)Ip )[−2]→ RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) → RΓ(OK [1/pS],Λ(η)(1))
the result follows in general. 
Consider the triangle for cohomology with compact support
RΓc(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) → RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) →
⊕
v|p
RΓ(Kv,Λ(η)(1))⊕Λ(η)(1).
For the computations of some Iwasawa modules, we need a local duality
result:
Proposition 4.5. Let Tp be a finitely generated projective ΛO-module. Let
T ∗p := Homcont(Tp, Ep/Op). If Tp has a continuous Gal(K¯v/Kv)-action one
has an isomorphism
RΓ(Kv, Tp) ≃ RHomOp(RΓ(Kv , T
∗
p (1)), Ep/Op)[−2].
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Proof. This isomorphism is just a reformulation of the classical duality the-
orem ([Mi] I 2.3.). 
Lemma 4.6. The modules
H2(Kv ,Λ(η)(1)) and H
2(Kv ,ΩO(1))
for v | p are finitely generated Op-modules. In particular, they are ΛO-
pseudo-null (resp. ΩO-pseudo-null).
Proof. The surjective map ΩO → Λ(η) induces a surjection
H2(Kv,ΩO(1))→ H
2(Kv,Λ(η)(1))
and it suffices to proof thatH2(Kv ,ΩO(1)) is a finitely generated Op-module.
We have
H2(Kv,ΩO(1)) ∼= lim←−
n
H2(Kv ⊗K K(p
nf),Op(1)) ≃ Op[[Gf/Dv ]]
where Dv is the decomposition group in Gf, because by local duality
H2(Kv⊗KK(p
nf),Op(1)) ≃ H
0(Kv⊗KK(p
nf), Ep/Op)
∗ ≃ Op[Gal(K(p
nf)/K)/Dv,n]
where Dv,n is the decomposition group of v in K(p
nf). If p is inert or
ramified in K, the ramification group of v has already finite index in Gf and
the claim follows. If p = pp′ splits in K and we decompose K∞ = K
p
∞K
p′
∞,
with Kp∞ (resp. K
p′
∞) the maximal unramified outside of p (resp. outside of
p′) subextension, then p is totally ramified in Kp∞ and finitely decomposed
in Kp
′
∞ (see [dS] II 1.9). Similarly for p′ and it follows that in both cases
Gf/Dv is finite. 
We finally study the operation of twisting with a continuous character
̺ : Γ→ O∗p.
Lemma 4.7. Let ̺ : Γ→ O∗p be a continuous character and consider Λ(̺).
Then there is an isomorphism of Gal(K¯/K)-modules depending on the gen-
erator tp(̺) of Op(̺)
ΛO ≃ Λ(̺)
given by γ 7→ γ ⊗ ̺(γ)tp(̺). In particular, one has isomorphisms
H i(OK [1/p],Λ(η)) ≃ H
i(OK [1/p],Λ(η̺))
for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. As ΛO ≃ Λ(̺) is obviously an isomorphism of Gal(K¯/K)-modules,
the statement follows. 
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5. Statement of the two main conjectures
Recall the definition of the Iwasawa algebras Λ and Ω from 4.1. We will
formulate in this section two main-conjectures. One for the ring Λ, which
corresponds to the statement of the main conjecture decomposed into char-
acters, and another for the ring Ω, which is elsewhere called the equivariant
main conjecture.
The Ω-main-conjecture is apparently stronger because it is an equivariant
statement, which does not involve any characters. Nevertheless, we will
deduce the Ω-main-conjecture from the Λ-main-conjecture for all Op(η) by
a simple observation, which is inspired by the work of Burns-Greither [BG]
for the cyclotomic case and was first explained by Witte in [Wi].
5.1. Preliminary notations. Fix an integral ideal f ⊂ OK and define Ω
and Λ as in 4.1. For each integral ideal a, which is prime to 6pf, we denote
by
σa ∈ ΩO resp. σa ∈ ΛO
the Artin symbol (a,K(p∞f)/K) resp. (a,K∞/K) if no confusion is possible.
The elements Na−σa ∈ ΩO resp. in ΛO are no zero-divisors as their images
under the canonical maps
ΩO → Op(η) resp. ΛO → Op(η)
(mapping γ ∈ Gf to η(γ)) are given by Na − η
−1(a), which is invertible in
Op(η)⊗Op E for all non-trivial characters η of finite order. Denote by
JΩ resp. JΛ
the annihilator of µp∞(K(p
∞f)) resp. µp∞(K∞) in Ω resp. Λ. It is easy to
see that JΩ resp. JΛ is generated by Na − σa for all a prime to 6pf. Note
that JΩ (resp. JΛ) can also be described as the kernel of the map Ω→ Zp
(resp. Λ → Zp) induced by the cyclotomic character (resp. the restriction
of the cyclotomic character to Γ). This implies that Ω/JΩ and Λ/JΛ are
isomorphic to Zp and are hence pseudo-null modules. In particular, for all
prime ideals q ⊂ Ω resp. q ⊂ Λ of height 1,
(JΩ)q ≃ (Ω)q resp. (JΛ)q ≃ (Λ)q.
Lemma 5.1. The ideals JΩ ⊂ Ω resp. JΛ ⊂ Λ are perfect Ω- resp. Λ-
modules.
Proof. As Λ is regular, the quotient Λ/JΛ is perfect and the statement is
clear in this case. For Ω ∼= Zp[∆][[T, S]], write ∆ = ∆
′×∆′′, where the order
of ∆′ is divisible by p and the order of ∆′′ is prime to p. Then the cyclotmic
character Ω→ Zp factors through the regular ring A := Zp[∆
′′][[T, S]]. Note
that A is a quotient of Ω but also a direct summand. In particular, A is
projective as Ω-module. Let A→ Zp be given by the cyclotomic character.
As A is regular, this has a finite resolution by free A-modules of finite rank,
so in particular by projective Ω-modules. This implies that JΩ as the kernel
of Ω→ Zp is also perfect. 
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5.2. The Λ-main-conjecture. Consider a character χ : G(fχ) → E
∗ of
conductor fχ and fix a prime to 6pfχ. In definition 3.5 we have defined
elements
aζKn(χ) ∈ H
1(OKn [1/p],Op(χ)(1)),
which are part of an Euler system in the sense of definition 3.1. Note that
we retain the subscript a for this element for the remainder of the paper. In
particular, these elements are norm compatible in the K∞-direction and we
can define
aζ(χ) := lim←−
n
aζKn(χ) ∈ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)).
We define
(17) ζ(χ) := (Na− σa)
−1
aζ(χ) ∈ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)) ⊗ΛO Q(ΛO),
where Q(ΛO) is the total quotient ring of ΛO. Using proposition 3.3 (3) this
element is independent of a and by definition it satisfies
(Na− σa)ζ(χ) ∈ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)).
We consider the submodule JΛ(ζ(χ)) ⊂ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)). Recall that
ζ(χ) depends on our choice of a generator tp(χ) of the lattice Op(χ). By
definition we have
ΛO(aζ(χ)) ⊂ JΛ(ζ(χ)) ⊂ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1))
and JΛ(ζ(χ)) is generated by the aζ(χ) for all a prime to 6pfχ. This inclusion
induces a morphism of perfect complexes
κχ : JΛ(ζ(χ))→ RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1))[1].
Theorem 5.2 (Main-Conjecture). For each character χ : G(fχ) → E
∗ of
conductor fχ
1) H0(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)) = 0.
2) H1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)) has ΛO rank 1 and
H1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1))/JΛ(ζ(χ))
is torsion.
3) H2(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)) is a ΛO-torsion module.
The map κχ is good in the sense of Knudsen and Mumford (see 1.3) and
has divisor Div(κχ) = 0. In particular, κχ induces an isomorphism of ΛO-
modules
κχ : DetΛO
(
H1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1))/JΛ(ζ(χ))
)
≃ DetΛOH
2(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)).
This theorem will be proved in section 6. Note that the statement is for
all primes p with no exceptions.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that fχ | f and consider the image of ζ(χ) in
H1(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1)) and let
ζ(χ, f) :=
∏
l|f,l∤p
(1− χ(l)Frob−1l )ζ(χ).
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Then the inclusion
κ˜χ : JΛ(ζ(χ, f))→ RΓ(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))[1].
is good in the sense of 1.3 and induces an isomorphism of ΛO-modules
κ˜χ : DetΛO
(
H1(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))/JΛ(ζ(χ, f))
)
≃ DetΛOH
2(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1)).
Proof. This follows from the theorem, the localization sequence⊕
l|f,l∤p
RΓκ(l)(OKl ,Λ(χ)(1)) → RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)) → RΓ(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))
and the fact that by lemma 4.3
DetΛORΓκ(l)(OKl ,Λ(χ)(1)) = ΛO(1− χ(l)Frob
−1
l )
−1.

Remark 5.4. Observe that our formulation here follows [HK] and is differ-
ent from the classical approach by Rubin. Rubin decomposes the Iwasawa
modules into χ-eigenspaces, we use instead cohomology with coefficients in
Op(χ). This approach avoids many problems with the χ-eigenspaces and is
very close to the spirit of the Tamagawa number conjecture.
5.3. The Ω-main-conjecture. We are ultimately interested in an equivari-
ant version of the Λ-main-conjecture. Recall that Ω = Λ(Gf). We admit the
following hypothesis.
Conjecture 5.5. Let q be a height one prime ideal of Ω containing p, then
H2(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))q = 0.
This conjecture is essentially equivalent to the vanishing of the µ-invariant
for the maximal abelian Zp-extension of K∞. Using results of Gillard, we
show in 5.12 that this conjecture holds for primes p ∤ 6, which are split in
K:
Theorem 5.6 (see corollary 5.12). In the case that p ∤ 6 splits in K/Q,
Conjecture 5.5 is true.
Recall the Euler system of elliptic units presented in section 3.2. Consider
for a prime to 6pf
aζ(f) := lim←−
n
(aζfpn) ∈ H
1(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)).
Define as in (17)
ζ(f) := (Na− σa)
−1
aζ(f) ∈ H
1(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)) ⊗Ω Q(Ω),
where Q(Ω) is the total quotient ring of Ω. Note that ζ(f) is again indepen-
dent of a. We have by definition
JΩ(ζ(f)) ⊂ H
1(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))
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and JΩ(ζ(f)) is generated by the aζ(f). Consider the inclusion of perfect
complexes
κf : JΩ(ζ(f))→ RΓ(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))[1].
Theorem 5.7 (Equivariant Main Conjecture). Fix an non-zero ideal f ⊂
OK . Then
1) H0(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)) = 0
2) H1(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)) has Ω rank 1 and
H1(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))/JΩ(ζ(f))
is torsion.
3) H2(OK [1/pf],Ω(1)) is an Ω-torsion module.
Assume conjecture 5.5, i.e., H2(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))q = 0 for all height one
prime ideals with p ∈ q, then the map κf is good in the sense of 1.3 and has
divisor Div(κf) = 0. In particular, κf induces an isomorphism of Ω-modules
DetΩ
(
H1(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))/JΩ(ζ(f))
)
≃ DetΩ
(
H2(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))
)
.
Note that conjecture 5.5 holds by corollary 5.12 for all prime numbers
p ∤ 6, which split in K.
This theorem will be proved in section 7.
5.4. Relation to the classical Iwasawa main conjecture. Recall that
Ω ≃ Zp[∆][[S, T ]] and let us assume that the order of ∆ is prime to p. This
implies that ΩO decomposes
ΩO ≃
∏
χ∈b∆
Λ(χ).
Moreover, this decomposition is given by the projectors pχ−1 , which are in
this case are already defined over Op (note that the image of δe ∈ Zp[∆]
under the projector pχ−1 is tp(χ)). In particular, Λ(χ) = Λ ⊗Zp Op(χ) and
ΩO is a product of regular local rings. Note also that by [Wi] 3.6. i) in this
case the complex RΓ(OK [1/p],ΩO(1)) (without f) is also perfect.
Using the above decomposition we get
pχ−1H
1(OK [1/p],ΩO(1)) ≃ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)).
We define as usual
A∞ := lim←−
n
Pic(OK(pnf))⊗Z Zp
E∞ := lim←−
n
O∗K(pnf) ⊗Z Zp
E ′∞ := lim←−
n
OK(pnf)[1/p]
∗ ⊗Z Zp.
Note that JΩ(ζ(f)) ⊂ E
′
∞. If IΩ ⊂ Ω denotes the augmentation ideal we have
in fact IΩJΩ(ζ(f)) ⊂ E∞. The quotient JΩ(ζ(f))/IΩJΩ(ζ(f)) is pseudo-null.
The elliptic units C∞ ⊂ E∞ defined by Rubin in [Ru1] are (up to torsion)
the Ω-submodule generated by IΩJΩ(ζ(g)) for all integral ideals g | f.
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The relation of the above Iwasawa modules to the ones used in this paper
is given as follows:
Lemma 5.8 ([BG] 5.1., [Wi] 4.1 and 4.2). One has an isomorphism
E ′∞ ≃ H
1(OK [1/p],Ω(1))
and an exact sequence
0→ E∞ → E
′
∞ →
⊕
v|p
Op[[Gf/Dv ]]→ A∞ →
→ H2(OK [1/p],Ω(1)) →
⊕
v|p
Op[[Gf/Dv]]→ Op → 0,
where Dv is the decomposition group at v.
Note that
⊕
v|pOp[[Gf/Dv ]] is a finitely generated Op-module (compare
lemma 4.6) as there are only finitely many primes above p inK(p∞f). In par-
ticular, it is a pseudo-null ΩO-module. Consider now in eachH
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1))
the sub-module
(IΛJΛ(ζ(χ))) ⊂ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)) ≃ pχ−1E
′
∞
(more traditionally one writes E ′∞
χ−1 = pχ−1E
′
∞ etc.). Here ζ(χ) is as in
theorem 5.2. Then theorem 5.2 gives a canonical isomorphism
DetΛO
(
pχ−1E∞/IΛJΛ(ζ(χ))
)
≃ DetΛO
(
pχ−1A∞
)
,
which holds with no restriction on p besides the fact that p is prime to the
order of ∆.
5.5. Conjecture 5.5 and the vanishing of the µ-invariant. In this
section we show that the results of Gillard [Gi] imply the conjecture 5.5 for
p ∤ 6, which are split in K.
Assume that p = pp′ in K and let K ⊂ Kp∞ ⊂ K∞ (resp. K
p′
∞) be
the Zp-extension of K, which is unramified outside of p (resp. p
′). Recall
from (11) that we fixed a splitting Gf ≃ ∆ × Γ and define L/K such that
Gal(L/K) ≃ ∆. Let F∞ := LK
p
∞ be the compositum, then Gal(F∞/K) ∼=
∆×Gal(Kp∞/K) and
Gf ∼= Gal(K
p′
∞/K)×Gal(F∞/K).
Define H := Gal(K(fp∞)/F∞) ∼= Gal(K
p′
∞/K) ∼= Zp, so that
(18) 0→H → Gf → Gal(F∞/K)→ 0
is exact.
Let M∞ be the maximal abelian Zp-extension of F∞, which is unramified
outside of p. Gillard proves:
Theorem 5.9 (Gillard [Gi] 3.4.). Let p ∤ 6 be split in K. The group
Gal(M∞/F∞) has no Zp-torsion. In particular, it is a finitely generated
Zp-module.
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We want to apply this theorem to prove conjecture 5.5, i.e., we want
to show that H2(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))q = 0 for all height one prime ideals with
p ∈ q. Note first that we can make the flat base change to Op. We study
H2(OK [1/pf],ΛO(Gal(F∞/K))(1)), where ΛO(Gal(F∞/K)) is the Iwasawa
algebra of Gal(F∞/K).
Let
A(F∞) := lim←−
n
(Pic(OFn)⊗Z Op)
be the inverse limits of the class groups of the fields Fn := KnL so that F∞ =⋃
n Fn. ThenA(F∞) is aOp-module, which is a quotient of Gal(M∞/F∞)⊗Zp
Op. The above theorem implies that A(F∞) is a finitely generated Op-
module.
Corollary 5.10. With the above notations
H2(OK [1/pf],ΛO(Gal(F∞/K))(1))
is a finitely generated Op-module. In particular, H
2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) is a
finitely generated ΛO(H)-module.
Proof. As in lemma 5.8 one has an exact sequence
A(F∞)→ H
2(OK [1/pf],ΛO(Gal(F∞/K))(1))→
⊕
v|pf
Op[[Gal(F∞/K)/Dv ]]
where Dv is the decomposition group. As p splits in K, all primes not
above p are finitely decomposed in F∞ (see [dS] II 1.9) and p is com-
pletely ramified in Kp∞. It follows that the H2(Kv,ΛO(Gal(F∞/K))(1)) =
Op[[Gal(F∞/K)/Dv ]] are finitely generated Op-modules. We consider now
H2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) as a compact ΛO(H)-module. Using [Fu-Ka] 1.6.5 (3)
one sees that
H2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) ⊗ΛO(H) Op ≃ H
2(OK [1/pf],ΛO(Gal(F∞/K))(1)).
It follows from Nakayama’s lemma (see [NSW] 5.2.18) thatH2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))
is a finitely generated ΛO(H)-module. 
We conclude with the following general structure result.
Lemma 5.11. LetM be an ΩO-module which is finitely generated as ΛO(H)-
module. Then for any height one prime ideal q ⊂ ΩO with p ∈ q, one has
Mq = 0.
Proof. Let M˜ := M/qM , Ω˜ := ΩO/qΩO. We denote by κ(q) the residue
class field of q. By Nakayama’s lemma it suffices to show that
Mq/qMq = M˜ ⊗eΩ κ(q) = 0,
By the exact sequence (18), we have ΩO⊗ΛO(H)Op ≃ ΛO(Gal(F∞/K)) and
we let
I := ker(ΩO → ΛO(Gal(F∞/K))).
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By our assumption, M/IM is a finitely generated Op-module. Identify
ΛO(Gal(F∞/K)) ≃ Op[∆][[u]] and choose u˜ ∈ ΩO mapping to u ∈ Op[∆][[u]].
Note that u˜ /∈ q as otherwise p, u˜ ∈ q and q could not have height 1. We
show that
M˜ ⊗eΩ Ω˜[u˜
−1] = 0,
which gives the desired result, as Ω˜[u˜−1] ⊂ κ(q). Let I˜ := I/qI ⊂ Ω˜. As
p ∈ q the Ω˜-module M˜/I˜M˜ is finitely generated Op/pOp-module, hence a
finite group. This implies that there is an integer k such that u˜k(M˜/I˜M˜) =
u˜k+1(M˜/I˜M˜ ). As u˜ is in the radical of Ω˜, Nakayama’s lemma shows that
u˜k(M˜/I˜M˜) = 0. This shows (M˜/I˜M˜)⊗eΩ/eIeΩ Ω˜/I˜Ω˜[u˜
−1] = 0. As I˜ is in the
radical of Ω˜[u˜−1] Nakayama’s lemma implies that M˜ ⊗eΩ Ω˜[u˜
−1] = 0. 
Corollary 5.12 (Conjecture 5.5 for split primes). Let p be a prime, which
splits in K and assume that p ∤ 6. Then, for any height one prime ideal
q ⊂ Ω with p ∈ q, one has
H2(O[1/pf],Ω(1))q = 0.
6. Proof of the Λ-main-conjecture
In this section we prove the Λ-main-conjecture as formulated in theorem
5.2.
6.1. Reduction to characters of big enough level. Let χ : G(fχ)→ E
∗
be a character of conductor fχ and let a be an integral ideal prime to 6pfχ.
Consider the submodule ΛO(aζ(χ)) ⊂ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)).
Lemma 6.1. Consider a continuous character ̺ : Γ → O∗p. Then the
twisting map of lemma 4.7 maps aζ(χ) to
aζ(χ̺) ∈ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(χ̺)(1)).
In particular, J ζ(χ) is mapped to J ζ(χ̺) and the Λ-main-conjecture is
compatible with twists.
Proof. As the twisting morphism maps the generator tp(χ) to tp(χρ), this
is a direct consequence of the construction of aζ(χ) in 3.5 (see also [HoKi]
section 1.2). As Λ(χ) ∼= Λ(χ̺) as Gal(K¯/K)-modules, it is clear that
RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)) ∼= RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(χ̺)(1)).

This lemma allows us to reduce the Λ-main-conjecture for χ to the one
for η := χ̺ using the isomorphisms in 4.7. Choose ̺ such that the level of
η = χ̺ is big enough. This gives:
Corollary 6.2. To prove the Λ-main-conjecture, it suffices to consider char-
acters η of level big enough.
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6.2. Divisibility obtained from the Euler system. In this section we
use the Euler system defined by the elliptic units to prove one divisibility in
the statement of the Λ-main-conjecture. We consider characters η of level
big enough.
Let us define a subgroup of H2(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)), which plays the role of
the Selmer group.
Definition 6.3. Let
H20 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) := ker
H2(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) →⊕
v|p
H2(Kv ,Λ(η)(1))
 .
The theory of Euler systems gives:
Theorem 6.4. Let η be a character of conductor fη and level n, chosen so
big that Op(η) is ramified at all places v | p, then:
1) H2(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) is ΛO-torsion.
2) H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) has ΛO-rank one.
3) H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))/ΛOaζ(η) is ΛO-torsion.
4) Identify the ΛO-determinants of the torsion modules
H20 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) and H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))/ΛOaζ(η)
with invertible submodules of the total quotient ring Q(ΛO). Then:
DetΛO
(
H20 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))
)
⊂ DetΛO
(
H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))/ΛOaζ(η)
)
.
Proof. This is a consequence of the theory of Euler systems. We follow
the exposition in Rubin, as this is closest to our setting. Let us begin
by checking the hypothesis Hyp(K∞/K) and Hyp(K∞,Op(η)(1)) in Rubin
[Ru3] 2.3.3. This is clear for Hyp(K∞/K) as K is imaginary quadratic. For
Hyp(K∞,Op(η)(1)) we take τ = id. We also remark that it is clear from
the definition that H20 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) = X∞ in Rubin’s notation. As our
element aζ(η) is non-torsion by 3.9, the Theorem 2.3.2 in [Ru3] implies that
H20 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) is ΛO-torsion. As H
2(Kv ,Λ(η)(1)) for v | p is ΛO-
torsion by lemma 4.6, it follows that H2(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) is ΛO-torsion as
well, which shows 1). To show 2) note that H0(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) = 0 by
(14). Then, 2) follows from the formula
rkΛOH
1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) − rkΛOH
2(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) =
rkOpH
2(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1)) − rkOpH
1(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1)).
(see [Ts] prop. 9.2. (3) for example) and
rkOpH
2(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1)) − rkOpH
1(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1)) = rkOpOp(η) = 1
(see [Ja] Lemma 2). As ΛO(aζ(η)) ⊂ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) is a non-torsion
submodule by 3.9, we get 3). For the statement in 4) we have to consider
indΛO(aζ(η)) := {φ(aζ(η))|φ ∈ HomΛO(H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)),ΛO )
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as defined by Rubin in [Ru3] p. 41. Our H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) is Rubin’s
H1∞(K,Op(η)(1)) by [Ru3] Corollary B.3.5. By the structure theory of ΛO-
modules, we can find a pseudo-isomorphism
H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) → ΛO ⊕H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))tors .
Let φ : H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) → ΛO be the projection onto ΛO, then the
kernel of φ is torsion and one has an exact sequence of ΛO-torsion modules
0→ kerφ→ H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))/ΛOaζ(η)→ ΛO/ΛOφ(aζ(η))→ 0.
This gives inside Q(ΛO), using Det
−1
ΛO
kerφ ⊂ ΛO,
Det−1ΛO
(
H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))/ΛOaζ(η)
)
⊂ φ(aζ(η))ΛO ⊂ indΛO(aζ(η)).
Finally, theorem 2.3.3 in [Ru3] shows
indΛ(aζ(η)) ⊂ Det
−1
ΛO
H20 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)),
which gives statement 4). 
Next, we strengthen the divisibility of theorem 6.4. For this, we need a
lemma:
Corollary 6.5. Let η be as in theorem 6.4. Under the isomorphism
Q(ΛO)aζ(η) ≃ H
1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) ⊗ΛO Q(ΛO)
one has an inclusion of ΛO-modules
DetΛO
(
H2(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))
)
⊂ DetΛO
(
H1(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))/ΛOaζ(η)
)
.
Proof. By definition of H20 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) we have an exact sequence
0→ H20 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) → H
2(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) →
→
⊕
v|p
H2(Kv ,Λ(η)(1))
By lemma 4.6 the modulesH2(Kv,Λ(η)(1)) are finitely generatedOp-modules
and hence pseudo-null. It follows that inside Q(ΛO)
Det−1ΛOH
2
0 (OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) = Det
−1
ΛO
H2(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)).
This, together with the vanishing of H0(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) by (14) and the
divisibility in theorem 6.4 gives the result. 
6.3. Reduction to the Tamagawa number conjecture. In this section
we reduce the Λ-main-conjecture 5.2 to the Tamagawa number conjecture.
In this section η is a character of conductor fη and level n, chosen so that
Op(η) is ramified at all v | p.
Observe that ΛO is a product of regular local noetherian rings, so that we
can use the functor Div from 1.3. Consider the inclusion of perfect complexes
(19) κη : JΛ(ζ(η))→ RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))[1].
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To compare this with the divisibility results obtained from the theory of
Euler systems, we also consider the inclusion
τη : ΛO(aζ(η)) ⊂ JΛ(ζ(η)).
By theorem 6.4, both κη and τη are isomorphisms after tensoring with
Q(ΛO), hence κη and τη are good as defined in 1.3 and we can consider
Div(κη) and Div(τη) on SpecΛO. Applying (2) to κη one gets
DetΛO (JΛ(ζ(η)))(Div(κη)) = DetΛO (RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))[1]) .
In the same way
DetΛO (ΛO(aζ(η)))(Div(τη)) = DetΛO(JΛ(ζ(η)))
and we have
Div(κη ◦ τη) = Div(τη) + Div(κη).
By 6.4 the divisor Div(κη ◦ τη) is effective.
Lemma 6.6. The divisor Div(τη) is effective and we have
(Na− σa)
−1DetΛO (ΛO(aζ(η))) = DetΛO(JΛ(ζ(η))).
Proof. Consider the inclusions
ΛO(aζ(η)) ⊂ JΛ(ζ(η)) ⊂ ΛO(ζ(η)).
As the quotient of the last inclusion is pseudo-null, we get
DetΛO(JΛ(ζ(η))) = DetΛO(ΛO(ζ(η))).
We have an exact sequence
0→ ΛO(aζ(η))→ ΛO(ζ(η))→ ΛO/(Na− σa)ΛO → 0.
It follows
DetΛO(ΛO(ζ(η))) = (Na − σa)
−1DetΛO(ΛO(aζ(η))).

With this result, we see that Div(κη) is effective as well and one has
DetΛO(JΛ) ⊂ DetΛO (JΛ)(Div(κη)).
The statement of the Λ-main-conjecture is that Div(κη) = 0. To show this
we consider all characters η of level n big enough at the same time. Recall
that Kn(fη) is the compositum KnK(fη) and that we defined Gn(fη) :=
Gal(Kn(fη)/K). As the divisors Div(κη) are effective, they vanish precisely
when ∑
η
Div(κη) = 0,
where the sum is over all η ∈ Ĝn(fη)r Ĝn−1(fη). From the above we have⊗
η
DetΛO(JΛ(ζ(η))) ⊂
⊗
η
DetΛO (RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))[1]) ,
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where the tensor products are again taken over η ∈ Ĝn(fη)r Ĝn−1(fη). By
the above lemma this can be formulated as follows:
(20)⊗
η
(Na− σa)
−1DetΛO(ΛO(aζ(η))) ⊂
⊗
η
DetΛO (RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1))[1]) .
To show that this is an equality of line bundles on SpecΛO we use Nakayama’s
lemma. Consider the augmentation map
ι : ΛO → Op.
We denote also by ι the induced map ι : SpecOp → SpecΛO. We have to
show that after applying Lι∗ to both sides in (20) we get equality.
Lemma 6.7. Let ι be as above, then Lι∗(κη ◦ ιη) is the map induced by the
inclusion aζK(η) ∈ H
1(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1))
Lι∗(κη ◦ ιη) : Op(aζK(η))→ RΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1))[1].
Proof. The map ι : ΛO → Op induces a map of Gal(K¯/K)-modules
Λ(η)→ Op(η)
and hence an isomorphism
Lι∗RΓ(OK [1/p],Λ(η)(1)) ∼= RΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1)).
Using the definition of aζ(η), we see that Lι
∗(κη ◦ ιη) is the map induced by
the inclusion aζK(η) ∈ H
1(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1))
Lι∗(κη ◦ ιη) : OpaζK(η)→ RΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1))[1].

As the map Λ(η)→ Op(η) maps γ ⊗ tp(η) 7→ η(γ)tp(η) we see that(
(Na − σa)
−1DetΛO(ΛO(aζ(η)))
)
⊗ΛOOp = (Na−η
−1(a))−1DetOpOp(aζK(η))
we get after applying Lι∗ to both sides in (20):⊗
η
(Na − η−1(a))−1DetOpOp(aζK(η)) ⊂
⊗
η
RΓ(OK [1/p],Op(η)(1)),
where η ∈ Ĝn(fη) r Ĝn−1(fη). Application of corollary 3.10 to L = Kn(fη)
and F = Kn−1(fη) gives that this is in fact an equality. This ends the proof
of the Λ-main-conjecture.
7. Proof of the Ω-main-conjecture
The proof of the Ω-main-conjecture essentially reduces, using an obser-
vation of Burns and Greither, to the Λ-main-conjecture plus conjecture 5.5
which, as we stress again, is a theorem in the case where p is split in K and
p does not divide 6.
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7.1. Preliminary reductions. Recall that Ω = Λ(Gf) ∼= Zp[∆][[S, T ]].
Lemma 7.1. Let Op contain the values of all characters of ∆, then it suffices
to prove 5.7 for ΩO.
Proof. Inside DetΩH
1(OK [1/pf],Ω(1))⊗Q(Ω) we have two Ω-modules DetΩJΩ(ζ(f))
and DetΩRΓ(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))[1]. To check that they are equal, we can
make the faithfully flat base extension Ω→ ΩO. 
We assume now that Op contains the values of the characters of ∆. We
need the following result about the ring ΩO ∼= Op[∆][[S, T ]].
Lemma 7.2. The normalization Ω˜O of ΩO inside of Q(ΩO) is given by
Ω˜O ∼=
∏
χ∈b∆
Λ(χ).
In particular, ΩO ⊗Op Ep
∼= Ω˜O ⊗Op Ep.
Proof. This follows from the fact that ΩO ⊂
∏
χ∈b∆ Λ(χ) and that the latter
ring is normal. 
We can now prove the first part of the equivariant main conjecture 5.7
Corollary 7.3. The module H2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) is an ΩO-torsion module
and H1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) has ΩO-rank one.
Proof. It follows from [Fu-Ka] 1.6.5 (3) that
(21) RΓ(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) ⊗
L
ΩO Ω˜O
∼= RΓ(OK [1/pf], Ω˜O(1))
and as H0(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) = 0 (by (14)) this implies that
H2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))⊗ΩO Ω˜O
∼= H2(OK [1/pf], Ω˜O(1)) ∼=
∏
χ∈b∆
H2(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1)).
We have an exact sequence
H2(OK [1/p],Λ(χ)(1)) → H
2(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1)) →
⊕
l|f,l∤p
H1(κ(l),Λ(χ)Il )
and by 5.2 the first module is a torsion ΛO-module. The last one is the
cokernel of ΛO
1−χ(l)Frob−1
l−−−−−−−−→ ΛO, which is also torsion. This shows that
H2(OK [1/pf], Ω˜O(1)) is torsion. As Q(ΩO) = Q(Ω˜O), it follows that
H2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))⊗ΩO Q(ΩO) = 0,
which proves that H2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) is ΩO-torsion. Moreover, one gets
from (21) an exact sequence
TorΩO2 (H
2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)), Ω˜O)→ H
1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))⊗ΩO Ω˜O →
→ H1(OK [1/pf], Ω˜O(1)).
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We have
H1(OK [1/p], Ω˜O(1))→ H
1(OK [1/pf], Ω˜O(1))→
⊕
l|f,l∤p
H0(κ(l), Ω˜IlO)
and the last group is zero as the Frobenius acts non-trivially on Ω˜O. It
follows from 7.2 and 5.2 and the fact that H2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) is a torsion
module that H1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1)) has ΩO-rank one. 
To prove the rest of the equivariant main conjecture 5.7 we want to use the
following lemma taken from Flach [Fl] (recall that ΛO and ΩO are products
of local rings):
Lemma 7.4 ([Fl] 5.3). Let R = ΛO or R = ΩO and Q(R) be the total quo-
tient ring. Let M and N be two invertible R-submodules of some invertible
Q(R)-module D, then M = N if and only if for all height 1 prime ideals q
of R one has Mq = Nq inside Dq.
Inside Q(ΩO) we have two rank one ΩO-modules:
DetΩO
(
H1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))/JΩ(ζ(f))
)
and DetΩO(H
2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))).
To show that these are equal we can by 7.4 localize at all height one primes
of ΩO. We distinguish two cases following Burns and Greither:
Definition 7.5. A prime ideal q ⊂ ΩO of height one is called regular if
p /∈ q. If p ∈ q, the prime ideal is called singular.
The proof of the Ω-main-conjecture in these two cases is given in the next
two sections.
7.2. Proof for regular prime ideals. First note the following consequence
of lemma 7.2:
Lemma 7.6. Let q ⊂ ΩO be a regular prime ideal of height one, then
(ΩO)q ∼= (Ω˜O)q ∼=
∏
χ∈b∆
Λ(χ)q.
Proof. As p is invertible in (ΩO)q both rings are localizations of ΩO ⊗Op Ep
resp. Ω˜O ⊗Op Ep, which agree by lemma 7.2. 
It follows that for regular q (using again [Fu-Ka] 1.6.5. (3))
RΓ(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q ∼= RΓ(OK [1/pf], Ω˜O(1))q ∼=
∏
χ∈b∆
RΓ(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q.
Lemma 7.7. The image of JΩ(ζ(f))q ⊂ H
1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q under the
isomorphism
H1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q ≃
∏
χ∈b∆
H1(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q
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is given by ∏
χ∈b∆
JΛ(ζ(χ, f))q
with ζ(χ, f) defined in corollary 5.3.
Proof. First note that (JΩ)q = (ΩO)q =
∏
χ∈b∆ Λ(χ)q and that the map
(ΩO)q→ Λ(χ)q is given by the projector pχ−1 . Recall that aζ(χ) = lim←−n aζKn(χ)
and that aζ(f) = lim←−n a
ζfpn . Let fχ be the conductor of χ. By definition
aζKn(χ) = trK(fχpm)/Knaζfχpm, where m is the smallest integer such that
Kn ⊂ K(fχp
m). Let t be the smallest integer such that K(fχp
m) ⊂ K(fpt).
The distribution relation gives
trK(fpt)/Kn(aζfpt ⊗ tp(χ)) =
∏
l|fpt,l∤pn
(1− χ(l)Frob−1l )aζKn(χ).
Consider χ as a character on G := ker(G(fpt) → Gn). By lemma 3.7 with
G = G and H = Gn we get that trK(fpt)/Kn(aζfpt ⊗ tp(χ)) = pχ−1(aζfpt).
This implies that the map
H1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q → H
1(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q
maps aζ(f) to
∏
l|f,l∤p(1−χ(l)Frob
−1
l )aζ(χ). The last element is ζ(χ, f) defined
in corollary 5.3. 
Consider the map
(κf)q : JΩ(ζ(f))q→ RΓ(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q[1].
Using the above lemma this coincides with∏
χ∈b∆
(κ˜χ)q :
∏
χ∈b∆
JΛ(ζ(χ, f))q →
∏
χ∈b∆
RΓ(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q.
By corollary 5.3 each κ˜χ induces an isomorphism
Det(ΛO)q
(
H1(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q/JΛ(ζ(χ, f))q
)
≃ Det(ΛO)qH
2(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q.
This proves the Ω-main-conjecture for regular prime ideals.
7.3. Proof for singular prime ideals. Let q ⊂ ΩO be a singular prime
ideal (i.e., p ∈ q). Then by our assumption H2(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q = 0 and
we get
Det(ΩO)qRΓ(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q[1] = Det(ΩO)qH
1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q.
Consider
(κf)q : JΩ(ζ(f))q→ RΓ(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q.
This gives, as by the above the divisor Div(κf)q is effective, an inclusion
(22) Det(ΩO)qJΩ(ζ(f))q ⊂ Det(ΩO)qH
1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q.
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We now use an idea of Witte. Choosing generators for both modules we see
that there is an element u ∈ (ΩO)q such that
Det(ΩO)qJΩ(ζ(f))q = uDet(ΩO)qH
1(OK [1/pf],ΩO(1))q.
We want to show that u is a unit in (ΩO)q. Consider the normal ring
homomorphism (ΩO)q→ (Ω˜O)q. An element u ∈ (ΩO)q is a unit if and only
if it is a unit in (Ω˜O)q. Thus it suffices to show that after extending scalars
in (22) we get an equality. By lemma 7.7 the map (κf)q decomposes after
this base extension into∏
χ∈b∆
(κ˜χ)q :
∏
χ∈b∆
JΛ(ζ(χ, f))q →
∏
χ∈b∆
RΓ(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q.
By corollary 5.3 each κ˜χ induces an isomorphism
Det(ΛO)q
(
H1(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q/JΛ(ζ(χ, f))q
)
≃ Det(ΛO)qH
2(OK [1/pf],Λ(χ)(1))q.
This shows that the element u ∈ (ΩO)q becomes a unit in (Ω˜O)q. Thus u
is already a unit in (ΩO)q and we get equality in (22), which proves the
Ω-main-conjecture for singular prime ideals.
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